
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Abstract- Sensing vehicles, traffic signs and traffic 

situations during driving are important aspects in safe 

driving, accident avoidance, and automatic driving. We 

designed a system that is capable of identifying the presence 

of vehicles ahead, moving in the same direction as our car, 

by tracking them continuously with an in-car video camera. 

This paper describes a comprehensive approach to 

localizing target vehicles in video under various 

environmental conditions. The paper also deals with 

detection and recognition of traffic signs from real time 

video. In the first step a suitable method, which searches a 

sign in the frame, is chosen. In the second step the found 

area is compared with the signs templates. Detected and 

recognized sign is marked in the video. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 Intelligent vehicles use various sensors that can 

provide the driver relevant information about the 

surroundings and even perform simple vehicle control 

tasks. One of mounted devices is a digital camera which 

provide realistic image. This camera vision has been 

applied to wide variety of applications for “smarter” 

transportation systems. 

An important competence of more advanced 

vision systems is the ability to detect objects, for 

example vehicles and traffic signs. Every vehicle on 

public roads must keep the rules of the road. Many of 

these rules are presented through the traffic road signs. 

So a driver must be able to detect and recognize signs 

and change his behaviour accordingly.  

Sensing vehicles, traffic signs and traffic 

situations during driving are important aspects in safe 

driving, accident avoidance, and automatic driving. We 

designed a system that is capable of identifying vehicles 

ahead, moving in the same direction as our car, by 

tracking them continuously with an in-car video camera. 

The fundamental problem here is to identify vehicles in 

changing environment and illumination.  

 Although there have been numerous publications 

on general object recognition and tracking, or a 

combination of them, not many of these techniques could 

successfully be applied in real time for in-car video, 

which has to process the input on-the fly during vehicle 

movement. This paper introduces an effort to design and 

implement such real-time oriented algorithms and 

systems that are highly adaptive to the road and traffic 

scenes based on domain-specific knowledge on road, 

vehicle, and control. 

The in-car video is from a camera facing forward 

which is the simplest and most widely deployed system 

on police cars. It records various traffic and road 

situations ahead and is particularly important to safe 

driving, traffic recording, and vehicle pursuit. 

 

 
 
Fig 1: In Car Video Frame 

 
Our objective is to detect vehicles ahead or those 

being pursued and continuously track them on video. It is 

not easy for a single moving camera to quickly yield the 

information from dynamic scenes without stereo or other 

sensors assistance [1]. The main difficulties are, first, the 

numerous variations of vehicles in colour, shape, and 

type. The vast amount of vehicle samples is difficult to 

model or learn [2]. Second, the vehicle detection must be 

done automatically along with the video tracking. Many 

tracking algorithms only assume easily detectable targets 

or known initial positions [3]. Our novel method first 
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selects and detects the most common low-level features 

on vehicles that are robust to changes of illumination, 

shape, and occlusion. We focus on the horizontal scene 

movement for fast processing based on the configuration 

of camera and vehicle driving mechanism. One-

dimensional profiles are created from video frames to 

detect and track vehicles. Many related works of in-car 

video or images to identify cars are shape-based methods 

[7], [8] that usually suffer from brittleness due to the 

variety of vehicles and backgrounds. For example, the 

symmetric property is employed in [7] and [9]–[11].  

 Detection and recognition are two major steps for 

determining types of traffic signs. Detection refers to the 

task of locating the traffic signs in the images. It is 

common to call the region in the image that potentially 

contains a traffic sign - the region of interests[4][12]. 

Traffic sign detection algorithm makes use of the special 

characteristics of traffic signs. Traffic sign detection 

system typically relies on the colour and geometric 

information in the images to detect the region of 

interests. Therefore important technologies are colour 

segmentation, edge and corner detection. 

 Detected sign lies in the region of interest. After 

identifying this region, we extract important features of 

the region and classify this region of interest. For 

classification is able to use several techniques. This 

method compares region of interest with the traffic 

warning sign recognition templates. In the case of 

identity, program considers the potential traffic sign to be 

an actual traffic warning sign. 

 

II. VEHICLE DETECTION IN CAR VIDEO 

 

 By showing the continuous motion of extracted 

points in car video without color and shape information 

to human subjects, we have confirmed that humans are 

capable of separating vehicles from background after 

knowing where the source is from. As the observer 

vehicle moves on the road, the relative background 

motion is determined. The motion projected to the 

camera frame is further determined from object 

distances. Such motion shows unique properties coherent 

to the vehicle ego motion. 

 The target vehicles moving in the same direction 

as the camera have different motion against the 

background and, thus, show different optical flow from 

that of the background in the video. Different from many 

other works that put more effort into vehicle shape 

analysis in individual video frames, this paper only 

extracts low-level features such as intensity peaks, and 

horizontal line segments, as will be described in Section 

III. These features are used to detect vehicles. The 

algorithm for the traffic signs detection and recognition 

is described in section IV. 

 

III. FEATURE EXTRACTION  

 

 The segmentation of vehicles from background is 

difficult due to the complex nature of the scenes, 

including occlusion by other moving vehicles, 

complicated shapes and textures, coupled with the ever 

changing background. The presence of specular 

reflection on the metallic surfaces and back windows, 

and shadows on most cars (deformed and spread), make 

the color and shape information unreliable. To cope with 

these variations, we select two types of low-level 

features for reliable vehicle detection: horizontal line 

segments, and intensity peaks. 

1) Line Segment Detection 

We have noticed that the backs of vehicles 

typically contain many horizontal edges formed by 

vehicle tops, windows, bumpers, and shadows. Most of 

them are visible during daylight, which indicates the 

existence of a vehicle. For vehicles with partially 

occluded backs, the detection of horizontal line segments 

is still stable. The vertical line segments, however, are 

not guaranteed to be visible due to a curved vehicle 

body, frequent occlusion by other cars, and occlusion 

over a changing background. The line segmenting 

algorithm recognizes multiple vehicle as a single group. 

As multiple vehicles separate their movements, the 

mixture of horizontal line segments has dispatched, and 

thus, the algorithm separates them. 

2) Intensity Peak Detection for Night Scenes  

 The intensity peaks from the tail and head lights 

of moving vehicles and from the street lamps are used as 

features when the lighting conditions are poor. We detect 

intensity peaks from vehicle lights to obtain more 

evidence of the vehicle presence. These peaks will 

further be tracked across frames for the direction and 

speed of the moving targets.  

 

IV. ALGORITHM FOR THE TRAFFIC SIGNS 

DETECTION AND RECOGNITION 

 

 Algorithm works in several steps. Each step 

creates important parts of complex system and has basic 

meaning for the function. 

1.  Load Real Time video frame 

The frame is loaded in 3 matrixes which represent Red, 

Green and Blue planes. Size loaded image gives size 

these matrixes. 

2. Convert colour space 

For expected work RGB plane is necessary converted to 

the luma portion (Y) and 2 chrominance (Cb, Cr) 

component of the image. The block “Color Space 

Corversion” does required conversion. The luma portion 

of the image is necessary for the recognition function and 

the Cr chrominance component of the image is necessary 

for the detection function. 

3.  Separate required colour 

Red colour of the traffic signs is in this case main 

detection feature for localization the region of interest 

which is the region where the traffic sign can lie. Red 
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colour of the traffic signs is the best visible in the Cr 

component of the image.  The matrix of the Cr 

component contains numerical values in the interval 

<0:1>. The block “Relational Operator” compares values 

of the Cr component matrix with constant 0.62. 

4. Close found areas 

The block “Closing” closes chosen points into acceptable 

areas. The range of closing is suitable set in this block. 

5. Choose and frame the region of interest 

The block “Blob Analysis” separates closed areas 

according to set parameters. Areas that fill required 

conditions are framed and named. Output of this block 

“BBox” determines position and size elected regions of 

interest and output “Count” shows count elected regions. 

The results of this block are directed to the block 

“Detection” that determines, if elected regions of interest 

contain searched traffic warning sign. 

6. Detection function 

The block “Detection” is created like Matlab Function. 

This block decides if regions of interest contain searched 

traffic warning sign. The Cr component of the image 

inputs into the block like matrix           I(rowi, coli) with 

numerical values in the interval <0:1>. The detection 

function separates matrix F (rowbox, colbox) that is 

marked by BBox from “Blob Analysis”. Matrix F is 

further converted to templates size, in our case has 

matrix F size 12 x 12. In next step mean value of matrix 

F is subtract from values of matrix F 

→F = F − mean(F(:)). 

 By this step numerical values matrix F are 

approximately in the interval <−0.5:0.5> where 

uninteresting colours be found around values 0, red tints 

are negative and white tints are positive. Each pixel 

matrix F is multiplied by corresponding pixel of the 

template detection matrix T and result is add to 

parameter S 

→S=S+ T(row,col,iTmp)*F(row,col). 

 The biggest correspondence between matrix F and 

detection template matrix T gives the highest parameter 

S. By this way template iTmp is determined by the best 

similarity and if the parameter S is higher than value of 

the minSimilarity, the detection function marks this 

region of interest as the region with the traffic sign. The 

detection template consists of 6 traffic signs. This traffic 

signs includes red area that is necessary for detection 

operation. Every traffic sign is saved to the detection 

template matrix size 12 x 12. The matrixes contain 

numerical values in the interval <−1:1> where 

uninteresting colours be found around values 0, red tints 

are positive and white tints are negative[12].  

7. Highlight the traffic signs 

The regions of interest where detection function finds 

parameter S bigger than value of the minSimilarity are 

highlight in loaded image by green rectangles. That is 

realized in the block “Draw Shapes”. Found regions with 

traffic signs go also into block “Recognition” like 

variable matrix BBox. 

8. Tracking 

This function matches the targets found in the current 

video frame with those found in the previous frame. 

Targets in two video frames match when their bounding 

boxes overlap. 

9. Recognition function 

The block “Recognition” is similar to the detection 

function. The block is created like Matlab Function too 

and determines, what traffic sing contains marked region 

with traffic sign. The block “Recognition” works with 

luma component of the image, recognition template, 

templates name and matrix BBox that defines regions 

with traffic signs. The luma component of the image 

inputs like matrix I (rowl, coll) with numerical values in 

the interval <0:1> where values close 0 represent dark 

shades and values close 1 represent light shades. The 

recognition function separates matrix F (rowbox, colbox) 

that is marked by BBox. Matrix F is converted to 

recognition templates size (in our case: 18 x 18). In next 

step mean value of matrix F is subtract from values of 

matrix F 

→ F = F − mean(F(:)).  

 This step moves values of matrix F approximately 

into interval <−0.5:0.5> and neutral grey gets to values 

around 0. Dark shades are negative and light shades are 

positive. Every pixel matrix F is multiplied by 

corresponding pixel of the template recognition matrix R 

and result is add to parameter C (confidence) 

 → C = C +R(row,col,iTmp)*F(row,col). 

 The biggest correspondence between matrix F and 

recognition template matrix R gives highest parameter C. 

If the parameter C is higher than value of the 

minSimilarity, the recognition function marks this traffic 

sign with corresponding iTmp and name. Output of the 

recognition function is matrix “Message” which contains 

name recognized traffic sign. The recognition template is 

necessary to correct work of the recognition function. 

The recognition template and detection template consists 

of identical traffic signs. There are “No entry”, “No entry 

for vehicular traffic”, “Stop and give way”, “Give way to 

traffic on major road” (yield), “Give priority to vehicles 

from opposite direction”, “No motor vehicles”. But the 

detection template consists of the Cr component of the 

traffic sign and the recognition template consists of the 

luma component of the traffic sign. 

 Every traffic sign is saved to the matrix size       

18 x 18. The matrixes contain numerical values in the 

interval <−1:1> where neutral gray be found around 

values 0, dark shades are in minus values and light 

shades are in plus values. For determination sort of the 

traffic sign is required high similarity between the region 

of the image (with traffic sign) and the recognition 

template. Therefore the matrix dimension of the 

recognition template is larger than the matrix dimension 

of the detection template. The traffic sign doesn’t always 
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need to stand perpendicularly to the camera. In the image 

the traffic sign can be angle-wise. The recognition 

function converts BBox area to area size 18 x 18 

whereby eliminates rotation in two axes. Rotation in the 

third axis is partly eliminated in the recognition template. 

Each traffic sign is saved in 3 positions (rotation of 0° 

and ± 8°). 

10. Name the traffic signs 

Several numerical simulink blocks determine position of 

the traffic sign from BBox matrix and highlight this area 

in the image. Below this area is placed black box with 

the white notice. There is the traffic sign name and the 

sign order. The sign order is important in case of 

definition more traffic signs in one image. 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

 Computer program has been created in Matlab 

using Video and Image Processing Blockset. The 

program has been debugged and tested in various videos 

with the supposed results. The line segmenting algorithm 

recognizes vehicle as a single group. As multiple 

vehicles separate their movements, the mixture of 

horizontal line segments has dispatched, and thus, the 

algorithm separates them. Moreover, the shadow with a 

vehicle body also creates edges in the video, and we just 

consider it to be a part of the vehicle. Fig. 2 gives vehicle 

detection results and Fig. 3 gives Traffic Sign detection 

Results.

 

Fig 2: Vehicle detection Results. 

 

 

Fig 3: Traffic Sign detection Results. 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

 This paper has focused on an important task to 

detect and track vehicles ahead with an in-car video 

camera. Several general features that characterize the 

vehicles ahead are robustly extracted in the video. 

Experiments show the effectiveness of the system design 

and implementation. The computation is implemented in 

real time and is easy to embed into a hardware for real 

vehicle-borne video. Locating the traffic signs in the 

image is another important feature. Computer program 

has been created in Matlab using Video and Image 

Processing Blockset. The program has been debugged 

and tested in the group of various video frames with the 

supposed results. 
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